From: [Art. 4(1)(b)]
Sent: lunes, 11 de julio de 2016 12:39
To: WEYAND Sabine (TRADE); PETRICCIONE Mauro Raffaele (TRADE);
    [Art. 4(1)(b)]
    SCHLEGLMILCH Rupert (TRADE); GALLINA Sandra (TRADE);
    [Art. 4(1)(b)]
    KONIG Helena (TRADE);
Cc: NYMAN Jon (CAB-MALMSTROM); VANHEUKELEN Marc (EEAS-GENEVA);
    REDONNET Denis (TRADE); [Art. 4(1)(b)]
Subject: Bilateral Meetings of Commissioner Malmström in the margins of G20 Trade
    Ministerial - Indonesia - Readout

EU: On FTA, scoping completed; hope to have mandate soon; look for a joint announcement
INDONESIA: comments on importance of environmental chapter; have major problem with rivers of
    garbage; hope European companies can help in the field of recycling

out of scope